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AMERICAN NEWSPAPER COMMENT

"SOUTH OP THE PHILIPPINES"

The New York Times states: The American attack on Hollandia, reported yesterday

was air warfare approaching the- European scale. For destructiveness it set a record in

the south west Pacific, No enemy planes escaped. Two hundred and eighty eight of them

in the air and on the ground were either destroyed or damaged beyond repair. The base

itself, the last important Japanese stronghold on the central New Guinea coast, was badly

hit. Until new planes are flown in, there will apparently be no enemy air power capable

of contesting the equatorial waters that lead to the Philippines, Prom the direction

In which we are attacking there are three passages to the Philippines'. The northern

passage, skirting Wake, the Marianas and Guam, is the inner line of enemy defence,....

Our Navy is breaking a way through the middle passage. It has already carried the

attack past the Carolines and Truk to Palau, the chief Japanese island fortress this

side of the Philippines. The southern passages lies along the shores of the Bismarks,

the Admiralties and New Guinea, This is the enemy’s outer barrier, but his defences

there have been largely occupied, demolished or neutralised.

Hollandia is a long way along this southern passage. It is in Netherlands New

Guinea, across the border from British possessions. It has been brought within effec-

tive striking distance by the steady extension of our airfields.

RUMANIAN DILEMMA

The New York Times today says;~ It was easy to get in the war on the side of

Hitler, but It is very hard to get out. Hitler used every form of bribery, corruption

and coercion to win .Allies- in South Eastern Europe, He gave pieces of Rumania

Czechoslovakia and Yugoslavia to Hungary, Bulgaria and Italy, He bound all his

satellites in economic chains which they could not break, because Germany was so heavily

in their debt, but the most powerful argument he used to hold the unwilling coalition

together was that he would protect them all against Russia and save their territory from

becoming a battlefield.

Today the whole aim of the Germans is to make and keep these countries a battlefield

long os possible. While they con stove off the invasion of their own soil, they will

levastot©-the territory of their friends as ruthlessly as they hove laid waste the lands

of their enemies. Rumania*s situation is typical of the irony of the plight of oil. At

this moment Rumania is the main fighting ground of the war. The Red Armies are investing

/the historic



the historic town cf Jassy and pushing deeper toward the heart of the old kingdom.

Bucharest has been heavily bombed by the American ir Forces. There is not the

slightest doubt that the country desires to surrender cn .almost any terms. Reports

are that the Government, after frantic unofficial efforts to find a way cut, is

definitely seeking an armistice' corresponding with the realities of the situation.

Having contributed more and lost more to the German causes than any country except

Italy, Rumania has become the first meeting-place of the air armies of the Western

powers and the ground armies cf Russia.

d.s the Russians close in on Odes sc. and cut the railway line of retreat, the

desperate Nazi grip will be tightened. It is to the military and political advantage

of Russia and her Hies t hasten the surrender of Rumania. It is Rumania* s best

hope of salvaging anything from the wreck, but while the Germans are there nobody can

promise peace. The crumbling army can fight with the Russians or fight with the

Germans, but in he last hour it cannot save the nation from paying the full price

i or 'in association that has brought ruin and death tc every participant
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